SUZUKI
■ Whatever you use
as your personal measure of high performance, forget it. The
new, 16-valve, fourcylinder, dohc Suzuki
GS1100 js the quickest and fastest 1980
motorcycle you can
buy. It is the best all-
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opment of the motorcycle itself. Yes, it’s a
Four, and yes, it has 16 valves, ideas we’ve
seen before. But this isn’t just a case of
building a four-valve head or revving it
higher or making it bigger. Instead, the
development of the GS1100 involved a
new look at the basic problem of filling a
cylinder with fuel and a solution to that

problem which yielded more power stock
and more potential for additional power
from engine modifications. The solution
wasn’t bigger valves (the GS1100’s valves
are smallish) nor radical cam timing or
cam lift (both are moderate). We’ll get into >
all that.
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around superbike in history.
That judgement didn’t come quickly oi
easily, but then neither did Suzuki’s devel
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11.39 Sec. at the Strip
47.4 MPG on the Street
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Our investigation of this machine in
volved briefings with Suzuki engineers at
the factory in Hammamatsu, meetings
with road racing tuner Pops Yoshimura in
Tokyo and an engine teardown with drag
racing wizard Byron Hines in Los Angeles.
We rode the GS1100 on the Suzuki test
track in Japan in stunning cold and on the
streets and highways of America in warm
sun and freezing rain. We used the GS1100
to ford streets flooded deep enough to
wash water over the footpegs, to streak
straight country roads at 140 mph, to com
mute 90 miles a day for weeks, to split
lanes on the freeway, and, finally, to rip
down the dragstrip.
Even the most skeptical are impressed
with the GS1100 once they experience its
function. It has power. It is comfortable. It
handles well. It isn’t another 600-lb. mo
torcycle, instead weighing less than any
thing we’ve seen before in this size and
performance category, 556 lb. with half a
tank of fuel. It meets 1980 emissions stan
dards. It gets good mileage, returning 47.4
mpg on the Cycle World mileage test loop.
And it’s faster than hell, turning the
quarter in 11.39 sec. at 118.42 mph. Noth
ing else coming out of a dealer’s showroom
in America can touch it.
Sadao Shirasagi is the manager of fourstroke engine development for Suzuki
Motor Co., Ltd. in Japan. His work is why
Suzukis are getting faster despite EPA
demands.
In Shirasagi’s view, the most important
thing when considering a motorcycle en
gine is performance, the ideal being excel
lent acceleration, good throttle response,
low E.T. at the dragstrip and maximum
power. That's a hard goal to argue with,
and few motorcyclists, given the choice,
would turn down acceleration, throttle re
sponse, low E.T. and maximum power.
But unlike everybody else, it fell to
Shirasagi and his team of engineers at
Suzuki to actually build the engine that
not only met the performance criteria but
which also met the social needs of low
emissions and reduced fuel consumption.
The answer, Shiragasi decided, was cyl
inder charging: get more fuel into the
cylinder and burn it faster. The patented
system he developed is called Twin Swirl
Combustion Chamber (TSCC) and what it
does is take advantage of turbulence.
This is not exactly a new twist, excuse the
pun. The incoming charge of any internal
combustion engine naturally turns, spins
and gets agitated. There was an entire
school of Grand Prix two-stroke develop
ment based on this and one of the few
secrets Honda ever made public is that the
agitation of the charge at extra-high revs
speeds up flame propagation and combus
tion, which is why those four-stroke en
gines worked at speeds far higher than
anybody predicted.
TSCC takes this further than anybody
else has dared to go. The shape of th<L
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ports, the valve angles and the contours of
the combustion chamber send the incom
ing mixture into two parallel accelerating
swirls rotating in the same direction as the
bike’s wheels spin. The swirls speed up the
charge when the intake valves are open
and distribute the charge evenly during
compression.
Shiragasi sees this as the basis for a
series of interconnected engineering deci
sions and advantages:
• Improved charging means equal in
take with relatively smaller valves.
• Smaller valves mean a narrower valve
angle is needed to fit the valves above a
given bore.
• Smaller valves mean less masking of
the valve by the combustion chamber
walls, hence better flow.
• With small valves and a narrow in
cluded angle, the combustion chamber
can be flat and still be small enough to give
a high compression ratio with a flat-top
piston.
• The flat-top piston doesn’t interfere
with swirl and because it has less surface,
less heat is drawn away from the chamber
and the heat remains free to push the
piston down.
• Filling the cylinder efficiently means
that you don’t need to use as much cam
shaft timing; the duration, lift and overlap
can all be mild, so the engine makes power
at low speed while still cranking out horses
at peak.
• Faster burning means more cylinder
pressure at the start of the power stroke,
and less pressure when the exhaust stroke
begins, so less energy goes out the exhaust.
Heavy stuff, and heavy theory.
Direct comparisons are difficult. There
are no other 1 lOOcc four-valve Fours. But
allowing for varying cylinder sizes and
designer preferences, the GS1100 has an
included valve angle of 40° and Honda's
CBX has an angle of 63°. Viewed from the
side, the Honda has a combustion cham
ber peaked, a pent roof as they say, and the
Suzuki has a much flatter roof, a flat-top
piston and a c.r. of 9.5:1, while the Honda
has a domed piston and 9.3:1.
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As another real-life benefit, the shallow
valve angle lets the valve guides intersect
the ports at a steeper angle, so less of the
guide protrudes into the port. That helps
flow, and because there's less material in
the way of the exhaust gas, less heat gets
transferred from the exhaust to the guide
and the valve, which aids engine life.
Back with theory, when the four-valve
head first made its return to production,
everybody thought the secret was in
creased valve area and the ability to keep
smaller and lighter valves under control at
high revs without excessive spring pressure.
Turns out that wasn’t the whole story.
The performance advantage isn’t valve
diameter or higher redlines. Instead, the
added breathing comes because the cir
cumference of four small valves is greater
than with two large valves.
Working valve area is the cylindrical
shape between the edge of the valve itself
and the rim of the valve seat, at full lift.
Measured this way. that is, the Suzuki’s
eight 27mm intake valves and eight 23mm
exhaust valves vs the Honda's 12 25mm
intake and 12 22mm exhaust valves, we get
a total area of 4750.1mm2 intake and
3757.3mm2 exhaust for the GS1100, and
7351.3 mm2 and 5805.7 mm2 for the CBX.
Thus, the CBX has more total valve area
than the GS. (The Six also uses
longer camshaft timing, although
a direct comparison between a
175cc cylinder and a 268cc
cylinder doesn’t work.)
V
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For the bottom line on this. Suzuki
claims 105 bhp and Honda says the 1980
CBX has 97 bhp. both measured at the
countershaft sprocket. Independent dyno
tests in the U.S. show more of a difference,
maybe 90 bhp for the GS1100 and 75 bhp
for the CBX. at the rear axle.
Closer still, the 1979 CBX went through
the drag strip lights at 118 mph. the ’80
CBX dropped off to 114 mph, and the
GS1100 did 118. with several runs at 119.
It’s lighter than the CBX but even so, trap
speed being a result of power to weight, the
GS1100 has as much sheer power as the
earlier Six and more than the ’80 Honda.
The TSCC system seems to work. And
the four-valve GS1100 head flows much
more air than a typical two-valves-percylinder engine. For example, consider the
GS1000, which has 38mm intake valves
and 32mm exhaust valves, with 8mm of

intake lift and 7.5mm of exhaust lift. Com
paring the GS1000 cylinder head with the
GS1100 cylinder head on a flow bench, the
heads are actually about equal in basic
flow efficiency when compared at the ref
erence point at which valve head area
equals actual valve area (the area of cylin
drical shape existing between the circum
ference of the valve head
and the circumference
of the valve seat).
But given >
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equal lift, the GS1100 head is much more
efficient—the four-valve head exposes
more actual valve area per unit of lift.
The GS1100 also has a big advantage in
terms of valve area exposed in relationship
to crankshaft position. The four-valve
head opens the valves more, and opens
them sooner, in terms of degrees of crank
shaft rotation. In fact, in order to match the
flow of a stock GS1100 cylinder head with
stock camshafts, a GS1000 would have to
be fitted with camshafts that provided
about 10mm (0.400 in.) of lift. That’s a
pretty radical cam, especially considering
that the stock GS1100’s intake cam
provides 7mm (0.276 in.) of lift.
The significance of that comparison can
easily be seen by anybody interested in
hopping-up a GS1100. If a Stocker equals
the flow of a GS1000 with high-lift cams,
imagine the flow numbers a GS1100
should produce with high-lift cams . . .
So far it all sounds pretty good, and the
advantages are clear. But Shirasagi and his
team of Suzuki engineers had substantial
problems to deal with to make it all
happen.
We’ve seen that narrow valve angle re
duced guide protrusion into the ports. It’s
true that the superior TSCC charging en
abled the use of smaller valves, which
reduced the valve angle needed to fit the
valve heads, which allowed the compact,
low combustion chamber needed for

TSCC. But narrowing the valve angle
would normally increase engine height in a
dohc engine, since the cam lobes are lo
cated over buckets fitting over the valve
springs and stems. The closer to vertical
the valve angle, the closer the cams are to
the centerline of the engine, the higher the
cams ride, and the taller the engine be
comes. A motorcycle engine can only be so
tall before it won’t fit into a frame designed
for good handling, or before it is too top
heavy.
What Shirasagi did was locate the cams
next to the valves and operate the valves
through forked rocker arms. Each cam has
four lobes, each lobe operating one set of
two valves. The rocker arms pivot on shafts
located underneath the camshafts, and
reach up at an angle to the valve stems.
The cam lobes operate against pads lo
cated between the rocker pivots and the
valve stems. The hollow rocker shafts are
pressurized and an orifice in each rocker
sleeve squirts oil onto the cam lobes.
The concept worked in reducing cylin
der head height: the GS1100 head mea
sures 102.3mm from head surface to
camshaft centerline, compared to the
GSlOOO’s 105.5mm. The effect of the sys
tem on overall engine height can be seen in
the fact that the GS1100 engine equals the
GS1000 engine in distance from crank
shaft centerline to camshaft centerline in
spite of having less valve angle, 40° to the

GSlOOO’s 61 °: a longer stroke, 66mm com
pared to the GSlOOO’s 64.8mm; and longer
connecting rods, 116.5mm compared to
the GSlOOO's 115.0.
In the process of solving the valve angle/
engine height problem. Shirasagi gained a
couple of other advantages for the
GS1100. Because rocker arms are used
instead of valve buckets, the valve springs
are exposed to a cooling oil mist coming off
the valve train, and the oil mist increases
valve spring life.
The absence of the valve buckets—and
the resulting improved access of lubricat
ing and cooling oil—is important also to
counter a drawback to the rocker arm
system. Because the cam lobes push on
rocker pads located between the rocker
pivot and the valve stem, the valve stem is
loaded sideways.
The rocker system will wear the valve
stems more than the bucket system. But
the advantage of more lubricating oil
reaching the valve stems helps offset the
disadvantage of side loading. While the
loading showed up as a wear line on valve
stems and guides in a GS1100 engine run
wide-open on a dyno with insufficient
cooling air flow for large displacement
engines, the situation will be less critical in
actual street use, where increased engine
speed normally results in increased cooling
air flow.
Another advantage gained by not using
buckets is reduced distance between
valves. Shirasagi didn’t have to fit buckets
and bucket bores between paired valves, so
the valves could be located closer together.
That put the valve heads farther from
edges of the combustion chamber, reduc
ing valve masking and contributing to
increased gas flow.
Of all the advantages of the rocker arm
system, Shirasagi regards easy mainte
nance as being the most important. The
owner of a new GS1100 or GS750 won’t
have to keep a supply of shims on hand to
adjust his bike's valves, and won’t have to
run to the local dealership in the middle of
a home tune-up to buy shims (at $3.50$5.50 each) he needs but doesn’t have. He
won’t need any special tools, either, be
cause the conventional screw-and-locknut

GS1100 piston has flat top, thin top ring,
molybdenum disulphide on skirt to avoid
scuffing during break-in.

View down intake port shows that valve
guides don’t protrude very far into the port.

Cam lobe rides on pad of forked rocker arm.
Orifice in rocker arm pivot sleeve squirts oil
on cam lobe.

16-valve TSCC head has combustion chambers machined into separate halves, with vshaped squish areas between each set of valves.
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tappets can be adjusted with a screwdriver
and wrench.
A final rocker arm advantage of interest
to anybody considering hopping up a
GS1100 is the 1.55:1 rocker arm ratio,
which means that 1mm of cam lobe pro
duces 1.55mm of valve lift. (The old sohc
Honda 750 had a rocker arm of 0.99:1).
That means that the GS1100’s lift can be
increased without requiring a radical cam
profile. In the case of the GS1000, the
physical size of the lobe needed to pro
duce, for example, 11mm (0.420 in.) of lift
forces relief of the cam cover and cylinder
head cam case to clear the lobe. And
because the huge lobe required slams
down on a flat surface (the valve bucket),
lift acceleration is radical. With the
Suzuki’s rocker arm system, a tuner can get
increased lift with smaller cam lobes and
smoother ramp action.
Like the cylinder head, the pistons
found in the GS1100 are different from
those found in other stock machines. To
start with, the piston skirts are coated with
molybdenum disulphide (MOS2), a metal
lic lubricant useful under high-load, highheat conditions. The GS1100 has the same
outside cylinder block width as the
GS1000, and so has the same cooling fin
area. Yet the GS1100 makes more power
and produces more heat, so Shirasagi and
his engineers use the coated pistons to
prevent gauling and scoring during the
critical break-in of the engine.
The top compression ring is only
0.98mm thick. A thicker ring has more
cylinder contact area and weight. Inertia
makes the ring want to keep traveling
upward when the piston stops at TDC, and
friction against the cylinder wall wants to
hold the ring stationary when the piston

starts down its stroke. In both cases, those
forces beat the ring against the top of the
piston groove, and can wear and enlarge
the groove. The lighter and thinner
GS1100 top piston ring reduces ring
groove wear (and resultant compression
loss) in high-performance use.
The second ring is a conventional
1.18mm thick, and placement of the ring
grooves is conventional. In theory, a higher
top ring placement results in more power,
but can cause ring overheating in extended
use. Compromises have to be reached
when an engine will be used in rush hour
traffic and not just for brief blasts down the
dragstrip with cooling intervals between
runs.
In prototype stages, Shirasagi used a
20mm o.d. wrist pin—bigger than the
GSlOOO’s 18mm wrist pin—in anticipation
of problems resulting from the GS1100’s
extra power. But the 20mm wrist pin
proved to be overkill. For the production
GS1100, Shirasagi settled on an 18mm
wrist pin treated with a hard surface coat
ing (0.030 in. thick) which doesn’t transfer
metal easily, thus resisting gauling and
seizing.
According to Shirasagi, the GS1100 has
a built-up, roller-bearing crankshaft (in
stead of a forged, plain-bearing crankshaft
like the new 16-valve GS750) because that
allows Suzuki to use the same case ma
chining equipment used for the GS1000—
the GS 1100 has the same crankshaft center
to mainshaft center distance as the
GS1000. Shirasagi says that if a forged
crankshaft were used, the rearward rod
bolt on the number four throw would hit
the clutch basket in the course of a crank
shaft revolution.
But while the GS1100 doesn’t have a

forged crank, it does have improvements
designed to make its crankshaft more
twist-resistant than the crank used in the
GS1000. The pins are larger, the crank pin
measuring 31.8mm o.d. compared to the
GSlOOO’s 29mm. The increase in diameter
combines with wider counterweights to
dramatically increase the contact area in
the crank press fit.
Another difference seen when compar
ing the cranks from the 1100 and the 1000
is the use of a large nut to hold the
alternator flywheel on the crank taper. The
GS1000 uses a bolt, and once the alterna
tor is removed (for, say, welding the crank
pins to prevent twisting in a hopped-up
engine) it’s just about impossible to get the
bolt to keep the flywheel on the taper
afterwards. The huge nut on the GS1100
threads over the crank end, a much
stronger arrangement than threading a
bolt into the crank end.
The GS1100 clutch is smaller than
the GS1000 clutch The basket is forged
instead of cast and lacks the slots seen in
the GS1000 clutch basket—both changes
made for greater strength. The 1100 clutch
also uses nine drive plates instead of the
GSlOOO’s eight.
Although the GS1100 transmission has
the same ratios and general dimensions as
the GS1000 transmission, it has been
strengthened with changes in materials,
specific gear dimensions and some design
aspects. To start with, the metal used in
GS1100 parts has a higher nickle content
(1.8 percent vs. 0.25 percent) than the
metal used in the GS1000 transmission.
Adding nickle to the original siliconechrome-moly alloy increases resistance to
breakage under shock loading.
Comparing the GS1100 transmission to

__ ___
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Crankshaft is roller bearing, with more contact area on press fits and a large nut securing the
alternator flywheel.

Sketch shows TSCC swirl. Squish action
accelerates swirl as piston rises.

Detail of fork cut-a-way shows how knob turns a tube inside the damper rod. As the knob turns
the inner tube, auxilary damping oil bleed holes of varying sizes are moved into position.
Size of hole affects compression and rebound damping.

The GS 1100's second gear is engaged when
countershaft fifth's (right) three dogs slide
into any three of six elongated oval holes in
countershaft second (left). GS1000 parts
(top) used four dogs into four longer holes.
GS1100 system (bottom) engages faster,
has less lash.

GS1100 built-up box-section aluminum swing arm is almost 3 lb. lighter than the GSIOOO's
tubular steel swing arm.

GS1100 clutch (left) has forged aluminum
basket, steel plate at base of aluminum hub
to eliminate excessive wear of hub base by
drive plate during extreme (dragstrip) use.
GS1000 clutch is at right.

the GS1000 transmission:
• both shafts have more oil feed holes
for better lubrication of bearings and
bushings
• countershaft first gear spins on a nee
dle roller bearing instead of a bushing
• countershaft second gear has an oilfed plain bearing instead of a dimpled
bushing
• mainshaft second gear is 1mm wider
for more press fit contact area, with a

cent gear, instead of four dogs sliding into
four larger holes
• fifth gear is engaged by three smaller
dogs sliding between six smaller dogs in
stead of four dogs sliding between four
larger dogs, again reducing engagement
time and snatch
• fourth gear is engaged by three pegtype dogs fitting into a choice of six elon
gated holes instead of three larger, squareedged dogs engaging three other square
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corresponding width increase in coun
tershaft second
• third, fourth and fifth gears on both
shafts are wider by an average of 1mm
• shift fork grooves in mainshaft third
and countershaft fourth have oil feed holes
to reduce shift fork wear
• second gear engagement speed is in
creased and snatch reduced by using three
peg-shaped dogs fitting into their choice of
six smaller oval-shaped holes in the adja

dogs, lowering machining costs and reduc
ing engagement time and snatch.
Unlike previous GS models, the GS1100
has forward-facing spouts on the sump oil
pickup to ensure that oil pressure is main
tained under hard braking. But because
the pickups are pointed forward, the oil
pressure warning light comes on under
very hard acceleration in lower gears,
which means that the force of acceleration
pushes the oil to the rear of the sump, away
from the pickup. Suzuki engineers may
have settled on the forward-facing pickups
because a rider is more likely to use the
brakes hard in normal riding than to accel
erate at full throttle in the lower gears. The
important thing is that despite the oil
pressure warning light flickering under ex
treme acceleration, the engine isn’t
harmed. Roller-bearing crankshaft en
gines use relatively low oil pressure, and
losing that pressure momentarily doesn’t
result in bearing damage as it can with a
plain bearing crankshaft.
Fitting an oil cooler to the GS1100
engine is easy. Unscrewing a pair of
plugs—one located on each side of the oil
filter cover at the front of the crankcases—
allows direct access into the oil galleries.
Once a passageway behind the filter cover
is blocked off and cooler lines installed, all
the engine oil is routed to the oil cooler and
then through the filter. For convenience,
the crankcase castings are even marked
“in” above one plug and “out” above the
other.
For all the extra technology and strength
built into the GS1100 engine, it isn’t over
weight or overly wide. In fact, the dry
GS1100 engine weighs 193.8 lb., and mea
sures 22.6 in. wide. That isn’t much more
than the GS1000 engine, which weighs
180.2 lb. and measures 22.5 in. at its widest
point.
Like all the 1980 GS models, the
GS1100 comes with Suzuki’s mainte
nance-free pointless electronic ignition
and Mikuni CV (constant velocity) car
buretors. The switch to the electronic igni
tion means that the bike’s owner won’t
have to adjust points or set timing, but the
improved performance of such an ignition
in extended emissions tests was another
factor in its use. It’s possible to build a bike
with contact breaker points that will pass
the test, but to compensate for rubbing
block wear and contact point deterioration
the bike must be set up farther on the safe
(lean) side in carburetion, which affects
driveability.
Then, too, EPA emissions requirements
influenced the decision to use the CV
carbs. It’s true that the CV Mikuni car
buretors improve cold starting and yield
higher gas mileage, but Shirasagi says that
the most important consideration is the
fact that CV carburetors perform better in
low-speed EPA hydrocarbon emissions
tests. The carbs on the GS1100 are nomi
nally 34mm but are the equivalent of a
30.4mm slide-throttle carb. If hydrocarbon
emissions were not restricted, and if equiv

alent size slide-throttle carburetors were
used (i.e., 30mm), then, Shirasagi says, the
GS1100 engine would make more power.
The GS1100’s exhaust system weighs
more than the GS1000 system, 37.9 lb. to
35.1 lb. The gain comes from a new cross
over tube joining the number two and
three exhaust pipes underneath the engine.
Because the number one and number two
pipes join before one muffler and the
number three and number four pipes ex
haust into the other muffler, the connec
tion in effect balances the entire exhaust
system.
While the GS1100 frame has the same
configuration as the well-proven GS1000
frame, and although both frames are made
of the same material and use the same tube
diameters and thicknesses, there are slight
chassis differences.
Remember the ease with which oil
cooler connections could be made to the
engine? Mounting the cooler will be just as
easy, because the GS1100 frame has a
threaded mount positioned high on the
front of each downtube and a third cen
tered in bracing below the steering head.
The mounts could be used to hold the top
of an engine guard (or crash bar) as well,
because extra bolt tubes are provided near
the front engine mounts, positioned to fit a
case guard’s lower lugs.
Steering head angle is the same as the
original GS 1000, 28°, but less than the 29°
head angle found on the GS1000L semichopper, which has leading-axle forks sim
ilar to those found on the GS1100. (The
GS1000 has center-axle forks). The
GS1100 has less trail than the GS1000
models, 4.06 in. compared to 4.4 in. for
both the standard GS1000 and the
GS1000L.
The most noticeable GS1100 frame
change is the use of a box-section alumi
num swing arm, which at 20.5 in. is the
same length as the GSlOOO’s tubular steel
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swing arm, but which weighs just 7.05 lb.
to the GSlOOO’s 9.9 lb.
Suzuki lists the GS1100’s wheelbase as
being 59.8 in., or 1.1 in. longer than the
original GS 1000’s 58.7 in. wheelbase. That
difference can be accounted for in the
GS1100’s long-travel, leading-axle forkthe axle is held about 1 in. ahead of the
fork centerline. (Our test GS1100’s wheel
base measured out at an actual 60.5 in., but
the extra length came from the positioning
of the rear axle by the chain adjustors.)
More important than where the forks
hold the front axle is the number of adjust
ments that can be made to them. In com
bination with the Kayaba rear shocks—
which have five spring preload positions
and four damping adjustments, and which
debuted on the original GS 1000—the
GS1100’s forks give it the most adjustable
suspension ever seen on the street.
To start with, the forks are air-assisted
Kayabas with 6.3 in. of travel, rated for 7.1
psi in each leg. Checking air pressure is
simple: air enters each leg through an
orifice located just above the lower triple
clamps on the front of the fork stanchion
tubes, an orifice sealed by a needle-andseat stopper valve. One tube connects the
stopper valves to the filler valve. When the
stopper valves are opened, the fork tubes
can be filled simultaneously through the
filler valve. With this system, pressure in
the fork legs is automatically balanced,
and if one leg loses its air, the other leg isn’t
affected.
But although adjusting pressure is easy,
Suzuki engineers are adamant that the
pressure must not be varied from the specificed 7.1 psi. Fork spring rates were calcu
lated for use with 7.1 psi, and the engineers
built a four-position spring preload adjus
tor cam into the top of each fork leg (that’s
why the GS1100 uses air valves on the
tubes, and not air caps).
The goal, according to Suzuki engineers, >
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Sump oil pickup has spouts facing forward.
Note plugs on each side of oil filter cavity.
Removing the plugs and blocking hole in left,
lower side of cavity allows easy mounting of
oil cooler.

Instrument panel includes check panel with
warning lights for head and taillight, brake
fluid and battery acid levels.

is to maintain a constant amount of fork
travel regardless of spring preload. The
GS1000 has air forks, but with that system,
when air pressure is increased to raise ride
height or stiffen the springing, fork travel is
reduced. With the GS1100 system of con
stant air pressure and adjustable spring
preload, fork travel does not vary, so the
rider gets full benefit of the long travel.
In theory, adjusting fork spring preload
should be easy, because the cam adjustor
can be turned with a straight-blade screw
driver after rubber dust caps are removed.
In practice, it isn’t that simple. The bike
must be on the center stand, with either
another person holding the rear end (to lift
the front wheel) or with a block under the
engine cases. The handlebars block a
straight approach to the cam adjustor
screwdriver slots, so a relatively thinbladed screwdriver must be inserted from
an angle, pushed down hard, and rotated.
It’s easy to mess up the screw slot in
making adjustments, and changing pre
load on the road without another person or
a block to use as an engine jack is impossi
ble. An offset screwdriver would make
reaching the slot easier, but wouldn’t allow
pushing down the adjustor cam while
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turning—and without downward pressure,
the cam won't turn.
But as inconvenient as adjusting the
preload can be. the final adjustment avail
able—that of compression and rebound
damping—is supremely easy. All it takes to
select one of four damping positions is
turning a large knob on the bottom of each
fork slider. The knob is directly connected
to a tube inside the damper rods, and
rotating the inner tube (via the knob)
determines the size of an auxiliary oil
bleed hole, and thus, damping force. Posi
tion one has the largest hole (for the softest
ride), while position four has the smallest
opening. The knob has numbers on its
circumference and each setting clicks into
position.
Suzuki engineers say that the slots in the
GS1100’s brake discs don't do anything
but improve looks. The brake pads have a
higher metal content than before, the en
gineers add. to improve wet weather brak
ing, and the GS1100’s brakes are the best
available, wet or dry. The slots may aid
heat dissipation, but do nothing to make
the bike stop quicker in the rain.
But our test bike with slotted discs
showed no disc scoring in thousands of

hard miles, something that always ap
peared on previous GS brakes. We believe
that the slots remove grit and small stones
from the pad surface, preventing the grit
from becoming caught between pad and
disc surfaces and thus preventing scoring.
The engineers we talked to wouldn’t go
so far as to admit that the slots remove grit,
but they did say that grooves cut in
racebike disc rotors will remove pad oxida
tion (burn or glaze) caused by heavy
braking.
Mr. H. Morikawa is Suzuki’s manager of
the Body Design Dept, and as such styled
the GS1100. According to Morikawa,
Suzuki sent stylists to the United States to
survey the motorcycle market. Whatever
they saw led to the prototype styling of the
GS1100, a style which, when seen by se
lected American and European Suzuki
representatives, was labeled as being too
radical. In the words of Morikawa, the first
design was too advanced for the market.
With those findings, Morikawa backed
off the futurism a notch for the second
prototype, which became the production
design.
(“It looks pretty nice,” said one rider we
met in front of a liquor store, “but did they

have to make it look so futuristic?” Other
comments heard on the street ranged from
extreme dislike “That’s the ugliest motor
cycle ever made!” to love at first sight “I
think it looks great!” Since styling is a
matter of personal taste and since you can
look at the photos and decide for yourself,
we’ll decline to comment. Let us just say
that the GS1100 has enough horsepower
that many riders won’t care how it looks.)
Morikawa considers the current design
out of balance, but looks to the future
when he thinks that the market will accept
a more integrated, streamlined style.
In the meantime. Morikawa liked the
impact of the leading-axle front forks,
which he feels look more powerful or
forceful than center-axle forks. One prob
lem Morikawa faced was visually reducing
the size of the motorcycle because per
formance motorcycles aren't supposed to
be tanks. One approach was to sharpen the
bend of the head pipes at the front of the
engine (for a more compact exhaust sys
tem). making the bike look smaller. Be
cause design steps were taken to heighten
the performance look. Morikawa felt that
there must be balance. Some people are
afraid of high performance, thinking it to
be dangerous, says Morikawa. so he in
cluded a check panel in the instrument
cluster—to express safety.

The check panel positions five small red
warning lights on a motorcycle diagram.
One light indicates that the headlight is
burned out. while another warns if the
taillight is out and another monitors the
brake light. The two remaining lights warn
if rear brake fluid or battery water levels
are low.
That check panel is the first thing to
catch your eye as you climb aboard the
GS1100. The instruments are built into a
plastic housing attached to the headlight,
and include a speedometer, tach. separate
odometer and push-button-reset tripmeter
set in below the speedometer, a fuel gauge
and. of course, the check panel.
Like the GS750. the GS1100 has no
reserve setting on the fuel petcock. so the
rider must rely on the fuel gauge, which
seems fairly accurate—about 100 miles of
riding puts the gauge needle at the half
way mark.
Accurate or not. not one member of the
staff, no matter what his age or back
ground. liked or trusted the gauge and no
reserve petcock. In fact, we hate it. Even
with NASA accuracy, no dratted dial can
take the place of knowing just how much
fuel is in the tank, or of being able to
physically remind yourself that it’s time to
top up.
The instruments glow a soft red at night.

and for the most part are easy to read. But
the odometer and tripmeter lighting, while
better than that on our recently-tested
GS750. wasn't good enough. The rec
tangular quartz-halogen headlight is the
best in motorcycle lighting when it's prop
erly adjusted. Because it is rectangular and
mounted in a huge plastic housing, the
healight can’t be adjusted en route like a
round headlight held by traditional ears.
The rider must get off the bike and work
with a screwdriver to alter the beam posi
tion. When incorrectly adjusted (the light
on our test bike wasn't even close when
delivered), the headlight doesn't do much
more than blind oncoming drivers even on
low beam.
The turn signals are self-cancelling but
the turn signal switch and its action are
both odd. Moving the switch left or right
activates the turn signals, while pushing
the switch straight up or straight down
selects high beam or low beam. Because
the switch is farther from the left edge of
the control module than a traditional
high/low switch, the rider must reach far
ther with his thumb to work it.
And when reaching for the turn signals,
it feels like the switch has five positions,
with 1 and 5 activating the signals and 3
being the center (off) position. When the
switch is pushed to position 2 or 4, it feels

With the suspension dialed-in, the GS1100 we rode at Suzuki's test track in Japan handled
well. Long wheelbase demands lots of body weight transfer for fast cornering.
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LOW PRICES • QUALITY BRAND NAMES * FAST SERVICE

HELMETS

TIRES

VETTER

MICHELIN M45
4 25V18..................... $56.88
4.00H18................... 49.88
3.50H18................... 44.88
3.50H19................... 44.88
Mich Tubes...............
5.79
PZ Also Avail.

Windjammer IV....... $279.00
+ hdwe, shield.
Lowers....................... S74.95
Cycle Sound............. $76.99
Saddlebags. $239.00 + hdwe.
Trunk............... S179.00
Color Match & all options avail.
We're the Vetter KINGS!

CONTINENTAL K 112
5.10-16...................... $52.88
4.50-17...............
51.88
5.10-18
51.88
4.25-18
49.88
4.00-18
48.88
3.50-18
46.88
3.25-18 Rib Front
36.88
3.50-19 Rib Front .
43.88
Add $5 for Tubeless

S56.99
77.99
99.99

LESTER WHEELS
HARLEY-Save 60%!

SPECIAL! 1 FREE TIRE with
purch. 2 Lester wheels! Hon
GL 1000 & BMW. . $359.00
Hon 750/550........... S319.00
Kawa/Suzuki......... $319.00
Price per pair. Optional HighDUNLOP K81 & K81 MKII
lited (polished) $38 pr. Option
*5.10-18.................... $46.88
al sizes avail. Limited offer.
4.25-18................... 43.88
4.10-18...................
41.88 Subject to availability.
3.60-18................... 39.88
3.50-19................... 38.88
4.10-19................... 42.88 4/1 Hon, Kaw, Yam, Suz
*4.10-19 MKII.......... 44.88
Chrome................. S179.00
*5.10-16................... 48.88
Black...................... 169.00
•Raised White Letters
Oil Cooler Kit................ 89.00
Avail
Add. $6.00

S79.99
ELECTRO
E-1............................ $67.99
E-2.............................. 88.99
E-3.............................. 96.99
(Metallic, 2 color, Flag & Snell
models extra)

KERKER PIPES

EXTRA SHIELDS
(Clear or Smoke)
Bell..................... 3 for $7.99
Shoe!................... 3 for S7.99
Nava................... S7.95 each
Electro................. 2 for $8.99

K 91 MKII
5.10-17.........
$59.88
4.25-18........................49.88 Alarm......................... S49.88
5.10-18........................ 55.88 Pager......................... 129.00
4.10-19..................... 46.88

Stop slipping! World's best
clutch plates for street, dirt,
track.
HONDA
Singles, Fours.
Twin Cyl........
GL 1000........

$27.99
29.99
.32.99

YAMAHA
2-Stroke Twins......... S26.99
4-Stroke Twins, XS 750.31.99
XS 1100...................... 32.99
SUZUKI
Single Cyl. 250-400cc.. 27.99
GS 400, 550, 750......... 31.99
KAWASAKI
3 Cyl. 500, 750............ 27.99
KZ 650....................... 28.99
900-1000................... 32.99
NEW: Extra-Plate Racing Kits—
Hon., Kaw., Suz., Yam. Call
for prices. Clutch Springs:
Most bikes S6.88 set!

COBRA ALARMS QUARTZ LITES

IGNITIONS
Dyna III...................... $89.00
DynaS.......................... 79.00
Prestolite...................... 64.00
PerLux......................... 89.00

MIKUNI CARBS

GOODYEAR GT II
5.10-17...................... $56.88 29m Smooth Bore—Hon.
4.00-18........................ 49.88
Kawa, Suz........... S289.00
4.50-18....................... 56.88 Accel. Pump................ 44.99
3.50-19........................ 45.88

LOCKHART
Oil Cooler Kit—
Hon., Yam, Kaw,
Tri, H-D.................. $72.88
Xtra Capacity
Model....................... 87.88
Bypass Valve................ 29.88
(Add $17.50 for chrome cooler)

GOODYEAR HST
5.10-16...................... $68.88
5.10-17........................ 68.88
4.25-18........................ 69.88
4.75-18....................... 70.88
3.75-19........................ 56.88
GOODYEAR EAGLE A/T
5.10-16...................... S47.88
4.90-18........................ 42.88
4.50-18....................... 45.88
3.25-19....................... 36.88
Add $5.50 for Tubeless. Add
$10.50 Raised White Letters.

AIR FORK CAPS
Nearly all bikes—
street & dirt....... $14.95 pr
Equal-Fill Kit................ 10.95
Equal-Fill Kit
w/aircraft lines....... 19.88

FAIRINGS

Most bikes 500cc
& Larger.................$19.88
Yamaha RD 350/400.. .27.88

CLYMER BOOKS
The right repair manual for your
bike!........................... $6.99.

KRYPTONITE

Tracy 2001............. SI69.00
Shoei FM-2................ 129.00
(Colors extra)
Silhouette..................... 89.00

KRYPTONITELOCK. Defies
hacksaws, bolt cutters.
World’s finest motorcycle
lock. $37.50

HELMATE
SPEAKER

ECLIPSE BAG

Listen to AM/FM or CB whileu-ride! $9.88. Bi-Com-talk to
your passenger. $8.88.

King of the tank bags. Also
converts to backpack. Black,
Blue, Red. $49.49. Free Ship-

FREE SHIPPING
FREE CATALOG
ON $25.00 ORDER
ORDER/
WITHIN 48 STATES
SEND $2.00
CALL TOLL-FREE ORWITH
ORDER by MAIL or PHONE TOLL-FREE:

VISIT OUR 2 BIG STORES

RACECRAFTERS
7801 CANOGA AVE.
CANOGA PK, CA 91304

OTHER STATES

800-423-5120

f RACECRAFTERS

1

7801 CANOGA AVE., CANOGA PARK,CALIF. 91304

| Please Ship:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7437 VAN NUYS BLVD.
VAN NUYS, CA.91401
(213) 999-2811

a i
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CALIFORNIA

800-382-3600

Name__
Address
City/State/Zip

. Phone (_

□ VisaD M-Chg.#.
-Exp..
□ M.O. $_ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ □ Catalog $2 (or FREE with order).
so % Deposit Required on COD. Prices good for 30 days. California residents add 6% sales tax.
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like the blinkers should work, as if Suzuki
engineers wanted to include a snap-back
lane-change mode. Yet nothing happens
until the switch clicks into position 1 or 5.
Then, when the signals cancel them
selves following a turn, the switch returns
not to the center, but to the 2 or 4 position,
depending upon whether a left or right
signal was made. The next time the rider
goes for the switch when making a turn in
the opposite direction, he’s apt to move the
switch back to center and not activate the
signals.
Like other GS Suzukis, the 1100 has a
starter interlock—the electric starter won’t
turn over the engine unless the clutch is
pulled in. And like the rest of Suzuki street
bikes, the GS1100 has simply awful grips.
But the hollow-stem mirrors (mounted
in rubber for good measure) are clear at all
speeds. And overall the GS1100 is very
comfortable with an excellent seat. It does
vibrate more than the GS750 (buzzing the
grips much like a GSIOOO does), and we
didn’t care for the bar/seat/pegs relation
ship, but changing the handlebars isn’t a
major operation (as it is on the Honda
CBX. requiring loosening the engine
mounts and lowering the engine). The
pegs seem high because they are. 12.5 in.
off the ground compared to the GSlOOO’s
11.9 in., to help compensate for the
GS1100’s longer wheelbase. (A longer
wheelbase bike needs more lean angle to
negotiate a given turn at a given speed, all
other things being equal. If two bikes have
equal cornering clearance but one has a
longer wheelbase, it will have a lower
maximum cornering speed, again, all
other things such as tires being equal.
Suspension can determine how well a
motorcycle goes around a corner and also
how comfortable it is. The GS1100’s forks
and shocks work for everything from
straight-line cruising to high-speed tear
ing, depending upon the setting.
At the Suzuki test track in Japan, the
GS1100 was terrible, wobbling in sweep
ing turns, pogoing and jumping around
when accelerated hard off turn apexes,
grinding parts against the asphalt in mid
turn. This thing is another GS750. the
rider thought, under sprung and under
damped with severe ground clearance
problems. About all it did right was run
steady, stable and true on the
straightaways.
Back in the pits, we found that the forks
were set with position #2 damping and
# 1 spring preload, while the shocks were
at # 1 preload and # 1 damping.
We complained, and the factory me
chanics consulted their little black tuning
specification books before making adjust
ments. They settled on forks at #3 damp
ing and #3 preload, shocks at #5 preload
and #3 damping.

Pti/v/roM

['antastic
Savings

CALL TOLL-FREE
It made a big difference. The wobble in
sweeping turns was gone, along with the
pogoing and jumping around off the apex
of tighter turns. As lap times came down,
the rear end started chattering, and the
GS1100 still had traces of a strange re
sponse characteristic it shares with the
GS750—in the momentary transition be
tween upright and leaned over for a turn, it
feels like the rear end is stepping out,
although it isn’t. The response characteris
tic may be a function of the GS1100’s
relatively short trail, which tends to
quicken steering and maintain agility de
spite a stability-increasing, longer wheel
base. The rear end chatter could be caused
by the 4.50V-17 Bridgestone rear tire,
which also drifts and slides more than, say,
a Metzeler when accelerating off a turn.
The brakes worked very well, being pre
dictable and powerful, but the front end
dove more under braking than the
GS1000. That’s because the GS1100 has
the same 6.3 in. of travel regardless of the
fork settings, while pumping up the air
pressure in the GS1000 reduces available
travel, and thus, dive.
Even with the shock and fork preload
turned up, the GS1100 still dragged parts
in corners, starting with the centerstand
and pegs on both sides and followed by the
sidestand and sidestand bracket on the left
and exhaust system parts on the right.
Once you’ve got the GS1100 leaned over
far enough to drag the sidestand bracket, it
could mean trouble, since any more lean
(or even a bump on your line) can lift one
or both wheels and put you on your head.
But if you can do that on the street, you’re
either crazy or not hanging off enough, or
both. On the racetrack, providing that the
pilot knows how to transfer a lot of body
weight to the inside, the GS1100 can be
ridden around very quickly. It may be that
a GS1100 cannot be flung around a tight
turn as quickly as a GS1000 since the
GS1100 has the longer wheelbase dis
cussed earlier. But even if the 1100 can’t
match the 1000 mid-turn it will trample it
powering off the apex. And if the GS1100
isn’t the best handling superbike of its size,
then it is at worst a close second to the
GS1000. Considering that the GS1100 is
much more comfortable than a GS1000
for highway use, in essence the 1100 com
bines the best of a backroad bandit like the
GS1000 and an interstate plushbucket like
the XS11.
The proof came back in the United
States, on the Cycle World mileage loop.
We run every test machine around two 50mile laps of the loop, which combines city
traffic, country road and interstate. Our
first lap with the GS1100 was with the
suspension set for canyon crusading. The
bumps on the old city pavement, the cracks
and holes in the country road, the expanconlinued on page 162
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UP TO 35% ON FAMOUS BRAND

In California, call 1-800-432-7433,
Same day shipping on most phone orders
charged to BankAmericard/Visa, Master Charge
or American Express credit cards. Catalogs
sent FREE with all orders.______________

TIRES & ACCESSORIES

FOR TOURING, STREET & OFF-ROAD

I! W,
EAGLE GT II

GT II RIB

Low profile, street/touring, tubetype tire with bead-to-rim safety
feature. In black wall only.
5.10-17 S51.93
4.00-18 $46-54
4.50-18 $50.48

Ribbed front
3.50-19 $39.67

GOODYEAR TUBES all sizes:S7.89ea.
Eagle HST. A/T. M/XII also available
— call for prices and sizes.

RB2

C-701

K112

The best high-performance and
high-mileage tire combination.
450H-17 K112 $48.53
350H-19
400H-18 K112 $45.53
RB2 front
425/85H-18
$46.64
$40.96
Also available tubeless — call for sizes not
listed.

CONTINENTAL TUBES
— all sizes:S9.60ea.

Low profile, high mileage street/touring tire — excellent quality at
lowest prices.
510/85H-17
410/85H-18

$40.79 460/85H-18 S38.03
$36.76 360/85S-19 $24.58
CHENG SHIN TUBES — special with
tire purchase —$ 4.50 ea.
Michelin M45, Dunlop K81, K81 MK II, K91
MK II street and K190 knobby tires also
available - call for prices and sizes.

GUARANTEE: All merchandise is first quality. NO seconds. NO blems. Tire prices
include Fed. Exc. Tax. If you compare prices, be sure freight, FET and sales tax
are included in total price auoted. Prices in previous ads no longer valid.
(d Phantom Rider 1979/1980

tw
im
For increased gas mileage, up to
20% power increase.

Rebuildable street and MX shocks in
11V. 12V, 13”, 13V' eye-to-eye lengths. $44.00/pr.
Springs: single rate $15.95/pr. progressive (dual) rate
SI5.95/pr. chrome springs, all $24.95/pr.

Hon CBX 78-79, 6 into 1. chrome (Racer I)..................... $238.00
Hon CB750 69-76.4 into 1. chrome (Hooker)................... 128.32
Kaw KZ900/1000. all. 4 into 1. chrome (Kerker)............... 179.95
Suz GS750/850. thru 79,4 into 2, chrome (Jardine).......... 177.88
Yam R0350/400, thru 78, twin, black (Bassani)............... 148.72
Partial listing only. If your bike is not listed,
call or write for application and price.

Unbelievably comfortable and light (only 3 Ibs/pr).
In genuine, black leather with inside covered zipper
— so dressy looking you can wear them at
work! 13V tall. V' hard wearing rubber
sole w/steel shank. Lined foot area. Scuff
pads on toe caps. D-width. Full
sizes 6 thru 13 S54.95/pr.

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE 80-PAGE
CATALOG

ALL SNELL 75 — AMA approved (except R-T)
M0T0 III, whi. yel, red, 63« thru 7% ........................... $85.67
STAR II. whi. yel. blk. 634 thru 7;s ............................. $88.94
STAR 120, whi. blk, 63e thru 7%................................... S79.68
MAGNUM II, whi, yel, sil, 6'? thru 7%........................... $74.42
R-T, whi, blk, red, blu, 63e thru 7%............................... S49.61

HELMET ACCESSORIES
SCOTT GOGGLES, No. 59 w/Lexan scratch-resistant
clear lens, yellow or red frame.......................................... 12.95
SCOTT GOGGLES. No. 53, clear lens, white, blue
or orange frame.............................................................. 10.95
SCOTT FACEGUARDS. attaches directly to all Scott goggles,
in colors: whi. blue, red, yel, or orange
5.49
THROAT COAT, keeps throat and neck warm, attaches to all fullface and full-coverage helmets. In black nylon............. 10.89
HELMET STRAP QUICK-RELEASE, replaces "D” ring........ 2.49
STAR II FLIP SHIELD, clear or smoke. 3 for..................... 7.69

SHIPPING CHARGES
must be added to all prices.
Minimum order
West of Midis S10.00.
Rockies West
Front tires
2.45
3.15
Rear tires
3.35
4.75
Shocks/springs 2.65
3.65
Exhausts
4.50
6.25
Boots
2.25
3.15
Helmets
175
2.35
All others
1.25
1.65

East of
Miss.
3.85
5.75
4.25
7.95
3.85
3.00
2.25

AK, HI, PR, CZ, AP0/FP0 customers, use
3rd col. Freight rates to Canada — add S3
to amounts shown in 3rd col. All orders
shipped fully insured. COD orders require a
25% deposit. No CODs to AP0/FP0 or
Canada addresses.
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WITH SAVINGS
UP TO 75% ON
• Lester mag wheels
• Lockhart oil coolers
• S&W air shocks
• Amco luggage racks
• Hi-Point boots
• Scott boots,
Cafe & MX equipment
K&N air filters* Fairings
Leather jackets & suits
Gloves* and much,
much more.
Use coupon below or postcard to request your free copy of our
catalog. All catalogs sent bulk mail — allow 4-5 weeks for
delivery. Canadian and foreign catalog requests — send US $2
for airmail postage.

PHANTOM RIDER* 3001 RE0HILL AVE.. BIN 201. COSTA MESA. CA 92626
Oly

Size

Description

Price ea

Total

L_
Add shipping charges

BMo Order DCen CheckDPers Check (allow 3 wks. to clear)
25% deposit - will pay balance, plus height C O D
Charge to nVisa/BankAm (~) M/Charge Q Am Express
□ Please send me your FREE catalog

Calil res add
6% sales tax

TOTAL
Exp date .

Bike year make model Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City/State/Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Your phone no (day time) 1

call TOLL-FREE 1-800-854-3110
APRIL1980/157

bellXSHOEI
ZG
S109.95
MOTO III
S78.50

S-27
$56.95
MAG II
$61.50

S-12
RT
$82.95
$39.50
STAR 120 STAR II
$66.50
$76.50
New!

OOCXD

SUZUKI

TOTAL PRICES!
INCL. ALL SHIPPING & HARDWARE!

continued from page 157

WINDJAMMER IV Only
Incl. pop vents, striping, lights, lighter Options:
| Horns $21.95. Quartz light $21.95. Color match $69.95
LOWERS (striping incl): $69.95 w/co.lor match $79.95
CYCLE SOUND: $69.95

°n'y$74.95

SADDLEBAGS
Easy to install, only $289.95. Color match add $19.95

TAIL TRUNK
| Your best price, only $159.95. Color match add $19.95
State make, model, year, options and color

KERKER

High performance electronic ignitions for
most 4-stroke 2- and 4-cylinder street &
touring bikes. State year and model. $84.95
Supersensitive alarm system
protects all bikes $49.95
Remote pager system add $119.95

4-INTO-1 EXHAUST SYSTEMS

from $125 black, $155 chrome

1

COBRA
2 California residents add 6% tax. State S tyle, Size and Color. Send check or m/o.
PARTS UNLIMITED Dept.CW 13273 Glenoaks.S)flmar, CA 91342. Credit Card orders phone 213/781-3828

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

!; ■
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KAWASAKI PARTS
A1 PHONE: (412) 423-4553
One of the largest parts and accessory
stocks in the U.S.A.
SPECIALIZING IN THE HARD-T0-GET PARTS
Same Day Cylinder Boring
Same Day Mail Orders CYCLE SPORTS
STATE: Model, Year,
R.D. 1 Box 151A
Frame, & Eng. Nos.
Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666

r

Or anything exposed
on your bike.
Tri-Flon, the lubricant
with Teflon? sprays on to
protect and prolong life for
every part of your machine.
Billions of specially pro
cessed, microscopic Teflon*
beads roll into any exposed
surface to work up to 10 times
longer than other lubricant
products. And since noth
ing sticks to Teflon, abrasive,
greasy dirt doesn’t build up
to eat away at your chain and

for the touring motorcyclist
$15 for 12 issues, or $1.50
for sample copy to: RR,
P.O. Box 678, Dept. W,
South Laguna, CA 92677

sprockets.
One can of Tri-Flon is
an unparalleled lubricant,
a moisture displacing
# penetrant, and a corrosion
fighting shield that stands
up to temperatures ranging
from -65°F to +470°F.
So get a move on, treat
your bike with Tri-Flon.

1

TQI-FlOtl

I
I Do it to anything
I that moves.
I

“Lubricant with Teflon*
Making your life a little smoother.

For more dealer information:

Name_________ _________
Company.

Address _
Telephone______________ ____________________________________
The Tri-Flon Company, 3180 Pullman St., Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 714/540-4023

L

'Registered trademark of E.l. DuPont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
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sion joints in the concrete freeway all went
straight to the rider’s body, making the
Suzuki in high-performance mode as un
suited for street use as the same bike in
street comfort mode is for racetrack use.
At the end of the first 50-mile circuit, we
pulled over and reset the suspension to
softest on everything— # 1 fork preload,
# 1 fork damping, # 1 shock preload, # 1
shock damping.
On the next loop, the GS1100 soaked up
jolts from the expansion joints and reacted
instantly to small bumps. And when we
turned the wick up it bottomed on pot
holes and big bumps and wobbled in fast,
bumpy turns, just to remind us that we had
dialed in maximum comfort.
The temptation is to instantly dial in
either maximum or minimum on all the
settings, ignoring the settings in between.
Fact is, the suspension offers a lot of
combinations between full soft and full
hard, and it’s up to the rider to dial it in
correctly to suit his riding style, weight,
luggage load, etc. Do it right and it works.
Using the bike for one thing with the
suspension settings set for another is an
other matter.
Regardless of use, one constant, un
changeable fact of the GS1100 is power.
Power, for us, is what the GS1100 is all
about. And it has it.
Not just the kind of power and top speed
that works neck muscles fighting wind
pressure or makes it difficult to move your
left hand from stanchion tube to left grip
as you come out of a tuck at the end of the
straightaway. The GS1100 also has the
kind of power that makes the transmission
unnecessary above 40 mph. Snap the throt
tle open in fifth gear at 3000 or 4000 rpm
and the Suzuki has the torque to move
right out. None of this downshifting to
pass trucks on interstate uphills, no sir. Just
nail the throttle, and watch the speedome
ter needle climb.
It’s that kind of usable power that made
the GS1100 so popular around Cycle
World. E.T., top speed, plus useful street
lunge.
It’s a good thing that the GSI100 could
pull low rpm, because if it couldn’t, then
the bike would be intolerable around town.
That’s because Suzuki’s (or Mikuni’s)
carburetion technology still has a long way
to come compared to the Keihins found on
high-performance Hondas.
True, the CV Mikunis have a lot to do
with the great mileage, 47 mpg on the
Cycle World mileage test loop, 40-45 mpg
in normal, over-the-speed-limit use, (al
though on the racetrack in wide open use,
mileage dropped to 20 mpg, no better than
slide-throttle carbs).
But the carburetors are very lean just off
idle and cause the bike to buck and surge
in low load, low speed, small-throttle-

opening cruising. They’re also touchy,
making it difficult under some conditions
to minutely vary the bike’s speed.
True, after testing the GS550. GS750
and GS1100 all in quick succession, we
quickly learned to ride around the charac
teristic. by shifting up a gear or two and
riding at 35 or 40 mph in top gear. The
GS1100 doesn’t buck when the engine is
loaded by running a higher-than-normal
gear, and riding to accommodate the carbs
isn’t as difficult as it sounds.
Two conditions had the GS1100 at its
lean-carburetion worst: riding at 35 mph
in third gear, and sloshing 50 miles down
the interstate at 60 mph in pouring, cold
rain. At 35 in third, the bucking was ex
treme. At 60 in rain, the GS1100 wouldn’t
run on all four cylinders at cruising rpm.
either due to extreme leanness (caused by
extra-dense, extra-cold, extra-moist air) or
super-cooling of the engine by the falling
and splashing rain water. Pulling out the
choke helped, but if we owned a GS1100
we’d (don’t tell the EPA) tamper with the
carburetor jetting.
The clutch on our test bike wasn't prop
erly adjusted when we received the bike,
making finding neutral impossible at a
stop. Screwing out the cable adjustor
(there is no adjustment at the case, since a
rack-and-pinion clutch release is used)
eliminated the problem in street use. but it
quickly showed up again at the dragstrip.
After five hard runs the clutch wouldn’t
disengage for power shifts. After adjust
ments and cooling time, the clutch worked
well enough for the best pass of the day,
11.39 at 118.42, but never worked perfectly.
It was either engaging too suddenly (grab
bing off the line, causing wheel spin) or
delaying the shift from first to second by
dragging or causing the transmission to
stick in gear by failing to disengage under
power. No pass was perfect, although the
times steadily dropped from 11.50s
through 11.40s to 11.39. On one pass where
the bike demanded that the rider close the
throttle to shift into third (after already
trying to powershift without success) the
GS1100 still ran 11.47. If all had gone
perfectly with no clutch trouble, the
elapsed time should have been at least low
11.30s and probably 11.20s.
To put it all together, think of the over
whelming peak horsepower of 1979 CBX.
Imagine the brutal, lunging mid-range of
the 1978 XS11. Combine the two into one
engine. That’s the GS1100.
Now consider the plush, long-haul com
fort of the XS11. Fantasize about the excel
lent handling of the GS1000. Once again,
combine the two, because the GS1100
gives the rider his choice with 60 seconds
spent making suspension adjustments.
With power, handling and comfort, the
GS1100 is the best superbike money can
buy.
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LOW PRICES • GREAT SELECTION • FAST SERVICE

Orders Normally Shipped within 24 hrs.
FLATFIGHTER TUBES.

DE3AI
OIL COOLERS. The De

Flatfighter tubes give
maximum protection
against flats for both street
and dirt bike riders. It's
three times thicker than the
normal tube and it's made
of top quality, specially
formulated butyl rubber.
Complete size selection.
Only.......................... 11.95

rale QA-1 oil cooler is the
only system available today NGK SPARK PLUGS.
with a built-in integral V-Series (racing/competi
Thermal Control Valve. It tion), sold in boxes of
features superior construc 4
2.95 each
tion and a lifetime warranty. Standard NGK Plugs, sold
Applications for most in boxes
American, Japanese, and of 10..................... 89 each
British Motorcycles.

MOTORCYCLE CHAIN.

High performance, heavyduty chain for street and dirt
bikes. Complete selection
of Solid Roll, Heavy Duty,
Self-Lubricating, "O "-Ring
and Enduro Sealed chain.
Sizes to fit all bikes. Call toll
free for super low prices.

PROLINE BOOTS. These
"top of the line" heavy
leather motorcycle boots
feature a one-piece injected
sole that is both bonded
and stitched to the uppers.
They come with smooth
sole or enduro sole. Availa
ble in full sizes from 6
through 12............. 99.95

HOOKER HEADERS.
Finest available, high per
formance exhaust systems
for two and four cycle mod
els. Call Big 4 for applica
tion and our unbelievably
low prices.

MARTEK IGNITIONS. A

TOURING SUITS. Made
of 100% nylon with a
weather resistant polyure
thane shell. Reflective
stripes and two-way zip
pers. Available in Silver or
Navy Blue. Specify size S,
M, L or XL................. 69.95

BELL HELMETS
RT . . sizes 6% to 7%.
White, black, blue, or red.
Only......................... 49.95

MOTO III (eliminates need
for face mask). . . sizes 6%
to77/s. Red, yellow, or white.
Only......................... 89.95

To order coll loll free number

1-800-541-2677
IN WASHINGTON. CALL
TOLL FREE

GASPRING SHOCK
ABSORBER. One of the
best-looking accessories
for street bikes. Complete
with air line kit, air valve,
gauge unit and all neces
sary hardware........ 119.95

We ship C.O.D.

1-800-572-5690

Breakerless capacitive dis
charge ignition for motor
cycles.
• Eliminates points and
condenser
• Easy installation
• More than twice the
spark energy
• Increases horsepower
and RPM’s
Call for Prices and Applica
tion.
TIRES. Complete selection
of tires and tubes. First
quality. No blems. Top
names. Call toll free for
sizes and prices.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Goodyear
Cheng Shin
Michelin
Metzeler
Dunlop
Continental
Yokohama

Big 4 stocks a huge selec
tion of other products, in
cluding;
• Batteries
• Sprockets
• Mulholland Shocks
• Dry Rider
T-Shirts
Tools
Custom Seats

FREE CATALOG
Call toll free and ask for our
free 1980 Catalog contain
ing 56 pages of outstanding
values.

Spokane Retail Store W. 300 Second Ave. • Spokane, WA
Seattle Retail Store
12004 Aurora Ave. N. • Seattle, WA
APRIL 1980/163

